An evaluation of modeled benzene exposure and dose estimates published in the Chinese-National Cancer Institute collaborative epidemiology studies.
Risk estimates and cause and effect determinations are directly dependent on exposure and dose-response relationships. Recently, relative risks and excess cancer mortality attributed to occupational benzene exposure have been published in collaborative studies conducted by Chinese investigators and scientists from the National Cancer Institute. The results of these studies suggest increased risk of acute nonlymphocytic leukemia at relatively low benzene concentrations and associations with cancers not previously associated with benzene exposure. These studies are potentially important due to their size and potential to more thoroughly investigate the link between benzene exposure and cancer. However, there are questions concerning the validity of exposure and dose estimates supporting relative risk characterizations in these studies. Apparent discrepancies between modeled exposure and dose estimates and sources of actual measured exposure information and clinical markers of benzene toxicity raise serious concerns questioning the reliability of relative risk and cancer associations stated in these studies.